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Recently, charge or spin nonlinear transport with nontrivial topological properties in crystal ma-
terials has attracted much attention. In this paper, we perform a comprehensive symmetry analysis
for all 122 magnetic point groups (MPGs) and provide a useful dictionary for charge and spin non-
linear transport from Berry curvature dipole, Berry connection polarization and Drude term with
nontrivial topological nature. The results are obtained by making a full symmetry investigation on
matrix representations of six nonlinear response tensors. We further identify every MPG that can
accommodate two or three of the nonlinear tensors. The present work gives a solid theoretical basis
for overall understanding the second-order nonlinear responses in realistic materials.

Introduction.— The general matrix representations of
a response tensor is very important to discuss whether
the corresponding physical phenomena exist or not in
the materials with given point group symmetries, includ-
ing for instance, the linear Hall conductivity tensor in
anomalous Hall effect [1, 2], the magnetoelectric pseudo-
tensor in magnetoelectric effect (or Edelstein effect) [3].
In 2015, Sodemann and Fu [4] proposed a nonlinear Hall
effect, being directly proportional to the dipole moment
of the Berry curvature over occupied states, which is
defined as a rank-two pseudo-tensor, the Berry curva-
ture dipole (BCD), that is allowed in 18 classical point
groups. This effect is in fact the second-order charge non-
linear Hall effect contributed by the BCD. Many materi-
als such as bilayer or few-layer WTe2 [5–7], half-Heusler
alloy CuMnSb [8], ferroelectric-like metal LiOsO3 [9] and
so on[10–13] are found to accommodate this effect. Sub-
sequently, Oiwa and Kusunose [14] proposed a system-
atic analysis for identifying essential parameters in vari-
ous linear and nonlinear response tensors to decompose
the response tensors into the model-independent and -
dependent parts using the Keldysh formalism and the
Chebyshev polynomial expansion method [15]. Another
intrinsic contribution to the second-order charge nonlin-
ear Hall effect has been proposed, which can be described
by a rank-three tensor χint relating to the Berry connec-
tion polarization (BCP) [16]. Recently, Liu et al. [17]
showed the constraints of common point group opera-
tions on the in-plane tensor elements of the BCP, only in-
cluding χxyy and χyxx. The list of magnetic point groups
(MPGs) classified by the existence or nonexistence of
second-order response tensor including BCD, BCP and
Drude effect is shown directly in Table I in Ref. [18]. For
the second-order spin transport, there were the symmet-
ric analysis under time reversal symmetry (TRS) or space
inversion (IS) [19, 20], revealing that 16 magnetic point
groups satisfying PT symmetry can make second-order

spin conductivity tensor non-zero [21] using the multipole
classification [22].

All second-order charge and spin response tensors can
be defined as rank-three tenors that are characterized
by three 3 × 3 matrices. To the best of our knowledge,
the theories mentioned above do not describe the second-
order charge and spin effects in a compact form as a
whole, nor matrix representations of the general tensors
subjected to various MPGs. In this work, we present full
matrix representations of the second-order charge and
spin response tensors for all 122 MPGs. The powerful
role of this symmetry analysis rests in the fact that the
general second-order response effects, such as the BCD,
BCP and Drude can be determined directly from their
MPGs whether they exist, coexist or do not. More im-
portantly, we identify, for the first time, a contribution of
BCP in addition to BCD and Drude for the second-order
spin current. On all accounts the symmetry analyses are
necessary for an overall understanding of topological non-
linear transport as well as searching candidate materials
for hosting nonlinear responses of charge and spin.

The second-order charge and spin response tensors.—
Under the driving electric field, we can obtain the second-

order response tensor χ
(σ)
abc with the help of semi-classical

Boltzmann transport theory under the relaxation-time
approximation [23, 24], which can be expressed as

j(σ)a = χ
(σ)
abcEbEc, (1)

χ
(σ)
abc = χ

BCD(σ)
abc + χ

BCP(σ)
abc + χ

D(σ)
abc , (2)

where a, b, c ∈ {x, y, z}, σ = ↑ or ↓ is spin index of elec-
tron and Eq. (1) implies the sum over the indices b and
c. Eq. (2) includes three different contributions, i.e.,

the BCD χ
BCD(σ)
abc [4], BCP χ

BCP(σ)
abc [17, 18] and Drude

χ
D(σ)
abc [25–28] terms for the second-order response. In

Supplementary Materials [29], we give a detailed deriva-

tion and explicit expressions of these terms. χ
BCP(σ)
abc
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FIG. 1. The calculation flow chart of matrix representations
of second-order charge and spin response tensors.

and χ
BCD(σ)
abc both have 9 independent components be-

cause of the a↔ b anti-symmetries [18, 30], while for the

Drude term χ
D(σ)
abc , as any two indices are interchangeably

symmetric, it has 10 independent components (shown in
Fig. 1). Then the second-order charge current and the

spin current can be expressed as ja = j
(↑)
a + j

(↓)
a and

j
(s)
a = (~/2e)(j(↑)a − j(↓)a ), respectively [31]. Notably, the

second-order charge response tensor can be written as
χabc = χ↑abc + χ↓abc, which has BCD, BCP and Drude
terms, whereas the spin response tensor can be defined

as χ
(s)
abc = χ↑abc−χ

↓
abc. For convenience, we may call these

terms as the spin-dependent BCD, BCP and Drude ones
(χBCD(s), χBCP(s) and χD(s)).

Calculation process.— In order to better describe mag-
netic materials, we introduce the magnetic point groups
(also called Shubnikov groups)M, which can be divided
into three classes (see Refs. [32–35]):

Class I. M does not contain the time reversal opera-

tion T ;

Class II. M contains T as an element;

Class III. M contains T only in combination with an-
other symmetry element R, such as Cz2T , where the
z means the axis of the rotation is along the z di-
rection in Cartesian coordinates.

In three dimensions, there are 122 (32+32+58) MPGs,
which are relisted in Supplementary Materials [29]. In
order to facilitate sorting, all subsequent MPG symbols
adopt international symbols [35]. The symbols of Class
I MPGs do not contain the prime, all the symbols of
Class II are suffixed by 1′, and the Class III contains
letters or numbers (except 1) plus prime. It is then ap-
parent that the Class I MPGs are equivalent to 32 clas-
sical point groups G (R ∈ G), which can be used to de-
scribe nonmagnetic crystals. Or it corresponds to the
crystals in some magnetic states, where each atom has
a certain magnetic moment, neither T nor RT are sym-
metric operations. Paramagnetic or diamagnetic mate-
rials with TRS can be described by the Class II. Class
III must correspond to magnetic crystals, such as ferro-
magnetic, antiferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic materials.
For all symmetric operators in 122 MPGs, we can use
3 × 3 matrices to express them. Any set of symmetry
matrices from which all symmetry matrices of a particu-
lar MPG may be obtained by multiplication, are known
as a set of generating matrices Γ [29, 34], and similarly,
the corresponding symmetry operators are known as the
generators of the particular MPG. Then there are 18 gen-
erating matrices for all MPGs, which includes Γn and
Γn = ΓnT , n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 9} [29].

For the second-order response tensors, the constraints

from group symmetries on χ
(σ)
abc can be derived from

χ
(σ′)
abc = ηT

∑
i,j,k

ΓnaiΓ
n
bjΓ

n
ckχ

(σ)
ijk , (3)

where Γnpq (p = a, b, c; q = i, j, k) represent the element
in row p and column q of the generating matrix Γn. The
spin index σ′ = σ and ηT = 1 are only for Class I MPGs
(T is not contained). While in Class II and III MPGs
(T is contained), spin is reversed, i.e. σ′ = σ̄. And the

BCD term is even, χ
BCD(σ)
abc (k) = χ

BCD(σ)
abc (−k), we have

ηT = 1; while the BCP and Drude terms are both odd
with ηT = −1. Thus, we can derive the expressions with
independent components for all MPGs in terms of the
generating matrices (refer to [29]). As the components
of charge and spin response tensors are unchanged be-
fore and after the symmetry operation, we can find every
nonzero component of the matrices so that we can get
matrix representations of the corresponding tensors, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Symmetry Analysis.— Fig. 2(a) shows all MPGs that

allow for nonzero χ
BCD/BCP/D
abc . There are 16 Class I
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. The classification and connection between the MPGs
allowing for (a) charge and (b) spin conductivity tensors. The
red dash box connected by a dash line represents the MPGs
where the χBCD and the χBCD(s) both exist, while the pink
solid and the black dot boxes represent the MPGs where the
BCP and Drude terms coexist.

MPGs that make χBCD
abc non-zero, which has been dis-

cussed in Ref. [4]. It should be noted that the group
23 (T ) and 432 (O) restrict BCD to have only three
equal diagonal components (similar to the magnetoelec-
tric pseudo-tensor in Ref. [3]), whose corresponding
second-order charge conductivity χabc has to be zero due
to the a ↔ b anti-symmetry of the Levi-Civita symbol
[29]. Since the BCD term satisfies TRS, 16 Class II
MPGs are found to accommodate the χBCD. In addi-
tion, there are other 21 Class III MPGs that encompass
non-zero BCD term. Because the BCP term is T -odd,
Class II cannot host nonzero BCP term, whereas 16 Class
I and 37 Class III MPGs can give nonzero BCP terms.
As the Drude term χD is symmetric when interchanging

any two indices, the number of MPGs (allowing nonzero
χD) is a bit larger, namely, there are 18 Class I and 40
Class III MPGs. All these results are presented in Table
S3-S5 in Supplementary Materials [29].

According to whether the three terms χBCD, χBCP and
χD (which are represented by three circles arranged coun-
terclockwise) exist, coexist or not, we can divide the al-
lowed MPGs into seven categories, as illustrated by dif-
ferent overlapping areas of three circles in Fig. 2(a). For
instance, the lightest part of the lower left corner does not
overlap the other two circles, implying that only χBCD

nonzero in the 16 Class II MPGs of 11′, 21′, etc., because
the BCD term is T -even but the BCP and Drude terms
are T -odd. By contrast, there are 4/m′m′m′, 6̄′m′2,
6/m′m′m′ make χBCP nonzero alone, and 6̄, 6′/m, etc.
uniquely make χD nonzero. Furthermore, the overlap-
ping region of any two circles represents that two of three
terms can coexist but the rest one is zero in some special
MPGs. For example, some MPGs in the Class I and III
accommodate the coexistence of χBCD and χBCP (such
as MPGs 422, 4m′m′), which is partly due to the fact
that the two terms are nonzero in some combined opera-
tions (Ref. [17]), e.g., Cx2T and Sx4 T . Fortunately, we can
distinguish them by use of different dependence on relax-
ation time, i.e. χBCD ∝ τ2 [4], and χBCP ∝ τ0 [17, 18].
The BCP and Drude terms are both nonzero only in 16
Class III MPGs, whereas the Drude term is proportional
to τ in this situation. It is interesting to note that only
three MPGs, 6′22′, 6′mm′, 6′, satisfy the condition that
the BCD and Drude terms coexist. Of particularly inter-
esting is the central part of Fig. 2(a) where there are 29
MPGs to host the coexistence of all three terms. Thus we
have an entire atlas of the second-order charge nonlinear
responses under different MPGs.

Since the spin degree of freedom plays essential role in
most materials, let us discuss the second-order spin re-
sponse tensors for Class II and Class III MPGs, and the
results are given in Fig. 2(b). It turns out that all Class
II MPGs forbid the spin-dependent BCD term because
χBCD(↑/↓) becomes χBCD(↓/↑) in TRS, resulting in vanish-
ing χBCD(s). Among 58 Class III MPGs, 37 out of them
accommodate the spin-dependent BCD contribution to
the second-order spin current. There are 16 Class II and
21 Class III MPGs for χBCP(s) to be nonzero; while 18
Class II and 21 Class III for nonzero χD(s). We would
like to mention here that the spin-dependent BCP term
is for the first time proposed, which is also one of our
central results.

We identify three categories in which the spin-
dependent BCD, BCP and Drude terms exist uniquely
(no coexistence), and there are 16, 3, and 6
MPGs, respectively. Moreover, there are 4 MPGs
(42′2′, 4′22, 4̄′2m′ and 62′2′) allowing coexistence of the
spin-dependent BCD and BCP. In the 11′, 21′, etc., the
second-order spin currents are contributed both by the
spin-dependent BCP and Drude contributions; while only
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three MPGs, 6̄′m′2, 6̄′m2′ and 6̄′, allow for the coexis-
tence of the spin-dependent BCD and Drude terms when
BCP has no contribution. Similarly, the central part of
Fig. 2(b) presents that the three terms are all nonzero in
14 Class III MPGs. All these allowed Class II and Class
III MPGs are shown in Table S6-S8 in Supplementary
Materials [29].

Importantly, we show in Fig. 2 whether the second-
order charge and spin currents can appear simultaneously
or not. The red-dashed boxes indicate for the MPGs that
belong to Class III, χBCD and χBCD(s) both exist. For
example, for the MPG m′, the generating matrices are
Γ 0 and Γ 5 (=Γ 5T ). The former is a unitary matrix and
the latter represents the operator PCz2T , which makes
the charge and spin response tensors are all nonzero. In
addition, the MPGs outside the boxes do not allow coex-
istence of the BCD and spin-dependent BCD, but only
one of them, such as the MPG 6′ which allows χBCD but
forbids χBCD(s) owing to the combination of generating
matrices Γ 6(= C1z3 ) and Γ 3(= Γ 3T = Cz2T ). The MPGs
containing PT (for example 1̄′, 2/m′) only have nonzero
χBCD(s) (but zero χBCP(s) and χD(s)), which reproduces
the results in Ref. [21]. And the nonzero χBCD(s) may be
tested in many collinear magnets, such as LiFePO4 [36]
and Cr2O3 [37]. The pink-solid boxes encircle 18 MPGs
that allow for the coexistence of second-order charge and
spin currents from the BCP term. Outside the pink-solid
boxes are incompatible MPGs. The spin-dependent BCP
term (zero charge BCP) can exist in 19 MPGs including
16 Class II and 3 Class III MPGs. In particular, three
Class-III MPGs (6′22′, 6′mm′ and 6′) may be interest-
ing since they host magnetic materials that may have
wide spin-applications. The black-dotted boxes show the
nonzero Drude term in second-order charge and spin re-
sponses. And outside the black-dotted boxes we can find
four Class-II (6̄m21′, 231′, 4̄3m1′ and 6̄1′) and one Class-
III (4̄′3m′) MPGs in which only χD(s) is nonzero but the
others (χBCD/BCP/D andχBCD(s)/BCP(s)) are all zero. We
would like to remark that these five MPGs are of par-
ticular interests as the materials with these MPGs can
be ideal platforms to study the spin transport without
involving charge transport.

Matrix representation.— Besides the symmetry anal-
ysis, it is still necessary to obtain the specific matrix
representations of the second-order charge and spin re-

sponse tensors, χabc and χ
(s)
abc, for all allowed MPGs (see

Supplementary Materials [29]). Here we give two exam-
ples in Table I. Let us first study the MPG m1′ (the
1′ indicates that the system satisfies TRS) in bilayer or
few-layer WTe2 [38]. For the BCD term in the second-
order charge response tensor, the nonzero independent
components are xyx, xyy, xzz, yzz. In two or quasi-two
dimensions, the driving electric field and the response
current are both in the x − y plane, m (i.e., the C1v

group) is the only one MPG that has nonzero compo-
nents (see [29]), and the maximum symmetry in which a

second-order current exists is the single mirror line under
the TRS [4, 39]. In this case the second-order response
charge current contributed by the BCD is a transverse
effect, being perpendicular to the direction of the ex-
ternal electric field. In addition, many MPGs contain
the combination of spatial and time reversal symmetry
(PT ), which forbids the BCD contribution but allows
for the BCP and Drude terms, such as the MPG 2′/m
in antiferromagnetic tetragonal CuMnAs [18] as another
example. According to Table I, the BCP term only has
nonzero independent elements xyx, xyy, xzz, yzz; while
the Drude term has the xxx, xxy, xyy, xzz, yyy, yzz. In-
triguingly, this suggests the second-order charge current
contributed by the BCP is a pure transverse effect, but
the Drude term can manifest itself as transverse and lon-
gitudinal components. The matrix representations for
the second-order charge (Table S9-S14) and spin (Table
S15-S19) response tensors of all MPGs can be found in
Supplementary materials [29].

TABLE I. The nonzero independent components of charge
response tensor for MPGs m1′ and 2′/m.

MPG χBCD
abc χBCP

abc χD
abc Materials

m1′
xyx, xyy, xzz

zero zero WTe2

yzz

2′/m zero
xyx, xyy, xzz, xxx, xxy, xyy

CuMnAs

yzz xzz, yyy, yzz

More materials.—In addition to the materials men-
tioned above, we can inspect the database [40, 41] or ex-
isting predicted structures [42–44] to find corresponding
materials for every MPG hosting the second-order non-
linear charge and spin responses. On the other hand, we
can also perform numerical calculations through known
k ·p models [45, 46] or first-principles calculations to find
more materials with giant second-order effects. In Sup-
plementary Materials [29] we provide some candidate ma-
terials for certain MPGs.

Summary.— In this work, we show that both the
second-order charge and spin response currents have
three contributions, i.e., the BCD, BCP and Drude
terms, all of which can be written as rank-three ten-
sors. Besides, a new term, i.e. the spin-dependent BCP
tensor in second-order spin response, is proposed in this
work. To discuss the second-order nonlinear charge and
spin responses, a detailed symmetry analysis and the ma-
trix representations of six nonlinear response tensors are
made for 122 MPGs. It turns out that we present a
symmetry dictionary to find whether the second-order
charge and spin response tensors can exist, coexist or
not for a given MPG, and a few candidate magnetic ma-
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terials are also suggested to detect the specific second-
order nonlinear responses. Here we should point out
that although this work does not include the scatter-
ing or electron-phonon interaction effects, some recent
developments [47–51] make good complementary contri-
butions to this intriguing topic, which together with this
present work provide a comprehensive understanding on
the second-order nonlinear charge and spin responses in
realistic materials.
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